
ST80TF
STACKER

McCloskey’s heavy duty high capacity feeder stacker, the 
ST80TF, is now designed to deliver enhanced handling 
and radial stockpiling of a wide range of materials.The 
multi-function tracked radial feeder stacker combines 
onsite track mobility with the high  tockpiling capacity 
of a radial conveyor, switching from track to wheels in 
seconds. 

 √ 900 mm (36”) wide heavy duty 
24.38 m (80’) long conveyor

 √ 74.5 kW (100 hp) T4F diesel 
engine 

 √ On-site track mobility

 √ Hydraulic folding frame and feeder 
wings for easy transport

 √ Hydraulic raise and lower

 √ Fast on-site setup time (5 minutes)

 √ Adjustable hopper height to 
optimize operational efficiency

For more information, contact your dealer: mccloskeyinternational.com/dealer-map

FEATURES
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ST80TF TECH SPECS
Engine 74.5kW (100Hp)

Belt Length 24.38m (80’)

Belt Width 900mm (36”)

Stockpile Height 9.47m (31’ 1”)

Stockpile Capacity 1556m3 (2035 yd3)

Production 800 TPH (standard)

TRANSPORT
Transport Length 18.29m (60’ 0”)

Transport Height 3.48m (11’ 5”)

Transport Width 2.49m (8’ 2”)

OPTIONS
Dual Power | Hopper Extensions | 
Belt Scale | Anti-Segregation Paddle 
Wheel | Spray Bar | Auxiliary Guarding 
| Chevron Belt | Hopper Wing Plates | 
ASGCO Scraper Hopper Wear Plate 
Liner | Impact Idlers | Under Hopper 
Landing Gear (Standard with Pivot 
Point on Lift Axle Machines) | Magnet 
Material Separator TimBin - Large 
Hopper Bin (450tph) | Lift Axle

The design allows for the wheels to be fully folded for transport, 
delivering true site-tosite portability.The ST80TF features a 
large capacity hopper (5.75 cu.m. or 7.5 cu. yd.) with adjustable 
height, ensuring optimized operational efficiency on the job. 

The ST80TF Feeder Stacker brings the best mobility, 
protability and production to sites around the world.


